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Abstract
We report an experiment that uses  the strategy method (Selten 1967) to elicit subjects' general strategy for playing
any 2-person 3x3-game with integer payoffs between 0 and 99. Each two subjects' strategies play 500000 games in
each of the 5 tournaments. For games with pure strategy equilibria (ca. 80%), the frequency of pure strategy
equilibrium play increases from 51% in the first to 74% in the last tournament, in which there is equilibrium play
in 98% of all games with only one pure equilibrium. In games with more than one pure equilibrium, a tendency
towards the selection of the one with the maximum joint payoff is observed. For games without pure equilibria,
subjects’ strategies do not search for mixed equilibria. The strategy programs are based on much simpler strategic
concepts combined in various ways. The simplest one is MAP, maximal average payoff, the strategy which
maximizes the sum of the three payoffs obtainable against the possible choices of the other player. BR-MAP, the
best reply to MAP, and BR-BR-MAP, the best reply to BR-MAP, are also important ingredients of the strategy
programs. Together these three form a hierarchy to which we refer to as the best-reply cascade.
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Suppose you have to play a 3x3-game against somebody intelligent and educated, but not
necessarily an expert in game theory. How should you proceed to select one of your strategies?
Standard non-cooperative game theory offers the notion of a Nash equilibrium (Nash 1951) in
pure or mixed strategies. This suggests that in a game with a uniquely determined equilibrium,
one should choose the equilibrium strategy. However, a 3x3-game may have many equilibra. A
theory of equilibrium selection, e.g. the one by Harsanyi and Selten (1988), could be used to
pick one of them, but nobody would expect that it has descriptive relevance for situations as the
one described above.
In this study we are less interested in the task of playing a particular 3x3-game, but rather in the
much more demanding one of developing a general method for playing such games. For this
purpose, we make use of the strategy method (Selten 1967). This means that in our experiment
subjects had to write programs determining the choice of a strategy for every 3x3-game with
randomly generated integer payoffs between 0 and 99, including the boundaries. The strategy
method has been applied successfully in a variety of other contexts, e.g. repeated prisoner's
dilemma games (Axelrod 1984), oligopolies (Keser 1991; Selten, Mitzkewitz, and Uhlich
1997), two-person bargaining (Kuon 1994); public goods games (Keser and Gardner 1999).
After having gained experience with spontaneous play against anonymous opponents, our
subjects were involved in five rounds of strategy programming, each of which was followed by
a computer tournament with 500000 randomly generated 3x3-games. Extensive feedback about
the tournament results led to considerable learning from one programming round to the next.
One striking result concerned games with pure strategy equilibria (roughly 80% of the 500000).
In these games, the percentage of pure strategy equilibrium plays markedly increased from 51%
in the first tournament to 74% in the fifth one. At the end, the pure equilibrium play resulted in
98% of all games with only one pure equilibrium. In games with more than one pure
equilibrium, a clear tendency towards the selection of the one with the maximum joint payoff
was observed.2
A different picture emerged for the way in which the strategy programs deal with games without
pure strategy equilibria. The subjects do not consider mixed strategy equilibria in their
programs. The strategy programs are based on much simpler strategic concepts combined in
various ways. The simplest one is MAP, maximal average payoff, the strategy which maximizes
the sum of the three payoffs obtainable against the possible choices of the other player. BR-
MAP, the best reply to MAP, and BR-BR-MAP, the best reply to BR-MAP, are also important
ingredients of the strategy programs. MAP, BR-MAP, and BR-BR-MAP form a hierarchy that
we refer to as the best-reply cascade. 
The best-reply cascade is similar to Nagel's steps of reasoning (1993 and 1995) and to Stahl’s
levels of smartness (1993). In Stahl’s theory, each player gives a best response to a mixed
population of opponents using lower levels of smartness. Stahl and Wilson (1995) conducted
experiments in which 48 subjects played 12 symmetric 3x3-games once. Nine of the twelve
games had a uniquely determined symmetric pure strategy equilibrium and three of them had no
pure strategy equilibria. In seven of the nine games with a uniquely determined symmetric
equilibrium the symmetric equilibrium strategy was the most frequent choice. They interpreted
their results in terms of a logit choice model involving five types of players and three levels of
smartness. 
While the instances of the best-reply cascade we find in our subjects’ strategy programs are
supportive of the basic idea of Stahl and Wilson (1995), because they can be interpreted as
special extreme cases of the smartness levels, other aspects of our data are not in agreement with
their theory. The model of Stahl and Wilson (1995) does not distinct between games with and
without pure strategy equilibria. However, almost all of our subjects made such a distinction in
their final strategies. In the games with pure strategy equilibria, an overwhelmingly majority of
subjects explicity chose an equilibrium strategy. The strategy prescriptions for games without
pure strategy equilibria make use of the best-reply cascade, but show a great diversity of
concepts. An interpretation in terms of a Bayesian optimization involving probability
distributions over opponents of lower smartness, often is not possible. Of course, when
comparing our results to those of Stahl and Wilson (1995), one should keep in mind that our3
strategy method experiment created a more favorable environment for subjects' long-term
learning process than the spontaneous play observed by Stahl and Wilson (1995).
2. The Experiment
The subjects were 36 third and fourth year students of economics. The experiment took the form
of a student seminar, lasting for a whole winter semester. The subjects were divided into two
groups of 18 each without interaction between groups. The meetings of groups alternated. In
each week only one of the groups met. The subjects first played 3x3-games spontaneously
against anonymous opponents, randomly matched with other group members, and only later
entered the strategy programming rounds.
The games used in the experiment had integer payoffs between 0 and 99, including the
boundaries. Each of the 18 payoffs was determined by independent, random draws with equal
probabilities for all 100 possibilities. This random generation was applied both to the games in
the spontaneous game playing sessions and to the game base of the tournaments. However, the
same game base, consisting of 500000 games, was used in each tournament.
In an introduction, the task and the random generation process were explained to the
participants. Then the subjects were involved in spontaneous play up to the middle of the second
session. The second part of this session was devoted to the explanation of the techniques of
preparing the programs. The subjects had to draw flow charts describing their strategies and to
supplement them by a verbal documentation explaining the intention and underlying reasoning.
They were required to use a standard flow chart representation and a standardized notation for
references to payoffs and actions. In order to avoid confusion, we use the word action for a
strategy of a 3x3-game and reserve the word strategy for a method applicable to all 3x3-games
with payoffs as described above.
Each flow chart was translated to a computer program by one of the authors. Within each group
each program was matched against each of the 17 other programs in each of both roles. In this
way each program was involved in 17 million games. There were altogether 153 million plays
in each tournament.4
The strategy programs had no memory. This means that they could not store results of previous
games played in the tournament and make choices dependent on them. The only data available
to the program was the structure of the game to be played. Therefore, supergame strategies
could not be implemented. Consequently, the games played by the programs were strictly one-
shot, even though so many of them were played. Since supergame effects are excluded, this
setup is very favorable for the examination of non-cooperative theories for one-shot games.
Nevertheless, learning from one tournament to the next is possible.
The subjects had the opportunity to use the laboratory terminals for the preparation of their
strategies. A special trainer software was available that permitted observing choices made by
their own strategy programs for arbitrary bimatrices. In this way, the subjects could check
whether their programs did what they were intended to do.
It sometimes happened, mainly in the first programming round, and very rarely later, that a
strategy left the choice for some games unspecified due to incomplete case distinctions. For such
games, this participant received zero payoffs. Payoffs for specified choices were averages of the
payoffs against all opponents with specified choices (it never happened that all opponents had
unspecified choices). Payoffs for the whole tournament were sums of all these averages. The
percentages of unspecified choices aggregated over both groups were 3.3% for the first
simulation, .5% for the second, .08% for the third, .05% for the fourth, and 0% for the last
tournament, in which no unspecified choices occurred.
After each tournament, except after the last one, the participants received feedback about their
results in 1000 randomly selected games in one role ordered according to increasing success.
For each of these games the participants could inspect the bimatrices and the distribution of
choices of the other participants on the other side as well as their own choice. This made it
relatively easy for the subjects to see where their strategies needed to be improved. Each
participant could print out and take home up to 40 of these games with the information
described above. The measurement of success in a particular role of a particular game was based
upon the total payoff against the other 17 participants. The maximal possible payoff is the best
payoff which could have been obtained. The measure of success was the best-reply payoff ratio,5
defined as the actual payoff divided by the maximal possible payoff. In the same way, a best-
reply payoff ratio can also be formed for a strategy as a whole.
After a tournament the participants also received feedback about average payoff and best-reply
payoff ratios for all strategies within their own group. This enabled participants to compare
themselves with the other group members. The subjects were also informed on the number of
their own unspecified choices.
The subjects were not motivated by monetary payoffs, but by grades. They were told that grades
were based on absolute success in the last tournament, measured by the best-reply payoff ratio
(50%), on the quality of strategy documentation (25%), and active involvement (25%).
Emphasis was put on the importance of absolute success, rather than relative success. We told
the subjects that it was not the ranking, but the absolute best-reply payoff ratio, no matter what
distribution of grades would result. The motivation by grades seemed to be very effective. The
participants spent an enormous amount of effort on the task.
3. Development of Payoffs and Best-Reply Payoff Ratios
Figure 1 shows the development of average payoffs and average best-reply payoff ratios over the
five tournaments separately for both groups. The scales of the two variables, on the left and the
right hand side of the figure, are unrelated.
The development over the tournament must be seen in the light of some benchmarks for average
payoffs and average best-reply payoff ratios as listed in table 1. Let us first look at a population
of randomizers choosing each action with equal probability. In this population, the average
payoff is 49.5 and the average best-reply ratio is 66.5% for our game base. We can see that
already in the first tournament the average performance is much better.
Approximate upper bounds can be derived by simulation of a hypothetical population of joint-
payoff maximizers. In this population, every player chooses the first action with a joint payoff
maximum field. This results in joint payoff maximization in all cases in which only one field
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Figure 1 - Development of average payoffs and average best-reply payoff ratios
to a lower payoff. In this population, the average payoff is 79.3 and the average best-reply ratio
is 95.0%. Of course this upper bound presupposes a cooperation which would be inadequate in
the experimental situation. The players are motivated by their own payoffs and not by the joint
payoffs and, therefore, it is not surprising that the average payoffs obtained in the tournaments
remain considerably below the approximate upper bound even in the last tournament. For the
same reason, the best-reply ratios reach higher levels in the last tournaments than in the
population of joint payoff maximizers, even if they start lower.
Another benchmark is supplied by a population of MAP players (MAP is the abbreviation for
"maximal average payoff"). A MAP player always chooses an action that maximizes the sum of
the three payoffs obtainable against the three possible choices of the opponent. If there are
several such actions, each of them is taken with the same probability. The average payoff for a
population of MAP-players is 63.7 and the average best-reply ratio is 85.5%. It can be seen that
these average payoffs are near to the ones of groups 1 and 2 in the first tournament. However,
the best-reply ratios in the first tournament are much higher than that of the MAP-population.7
Table 1 Benchmark and Tournament Results
Average Payoff Average Best-Reply Payoff Ratio
Randomizers 49.5 66.5%
Joint-payoff maximizers 79.3 95.0%
MAP players 63.7 85.5%
First tournament 63.4 92.1%
Second tournament 67.0 94.5%
Third tournament 68.0 94.9%
Fourth tournament 68.9 96.0%
Fifth tournament 70.8 97.2%
In the light of the benchmarks, it can be seen that there are considerable improvements of
average payoffs and best-reply payoff ratios over the five tournaments in both groups. All four
sequences depicted in figure 1 are monotonously increasing. Due to the experimental setup,
learning is only possible from one tournament to the next. Learning seems to take place to an
astonishing degree within the sequence of only five tournaments. It is worthwhile to note that
this learning from tournament to tournament is of a different nature than other kinds of learning
that are often suggested in the context of experimental games, like adaptive learning. Within the
complex task of specifying a general strategy for all games under consideration, learning cannot
be just a consequence of simple reinforcement, but is rather the result of a thorough analysis of
the strategic environment of the last tournament.
4. A Remark on the Statistical Evaluation
Strictly speaking, there are only two independent observations in our experiment. In view of the
interaction within a subject group, each of the two subject groups is only one observation.
Nevertheless, some statistical tests can be applied in order to reject the null hypothesis of inde-
pendence amongst successive tournament results. Thus, as shown in figure 1, the result that ave-
rage payoffs monotonously increase from one tournament to the next can be tested against the
null hypothesis that the distributions of average payoffs are identical and independent in each
tournament. This can be done by counting the number of inversions within the sequences of
average for both groups, i.e. the number of times in which a higher value precedes a lower one.8
The number of inversions in both groups together can serve as a test statistic. Table 2 shows the
cumulative probabilities for the lower tail of the distribution of the sum of the number of
inversions in both groups under the null hypothesis. Since this distribution is symmetric, the
table informs us both about one-sided and two-sided levels of significance. We can see that up
to three inversions one obtains a two-sided level of significance of less than 5%.
Table 2 - Cumulative probabilities for the lower tail of the distribution of the sum of inversions
Sum of inversion numbers
for both groups 0123456
Cumulative probabilities .00007 .00063 .00299 .01007 .02681 .05972 .11535
In figure 1, all sequences are monotonously increasing. The null hypothesis can be rejected for
the development of the average payoffs and the best reply payoff ratios on the significance level
.01%. This strongly supports the idea that there is learning from one round to the next.
5. Structural Properties of the Game Base
The task of choosing a strategy is more difficult in some games than in others. Therefore, it is
useful to classify the games in the game base according to strategic criteria. A very important
characteristic is the number of pure strategy equilibria. Another aspect of game structure is the
presence or absence of strictly dominated actions on at least one side. In this respect, three cases
are of special interest. The first case is that in which at least one of the players has a strictly
dominating strategy, i.e. an action that strictly dominates both other actions. Such games are
very easy to analyze. A broader class is that of dominance solvable games. In these games a
unique "solution" can be found by iterative elimination of strictly dominated strategies.
However, not every game with a dominating strategy of one player is dominance solvable, since
it may happen that the other player has several best replies to it. Finally, a still broader class
contains all games with at least one strictly dominated strategy on at least one side. The
dominance solvable games also belong to this class. 
Figure 2 shows the percentages of games with none, one, two, three, or four pure strategy


















Figure 2 - Structural properties of the game base
classes that were just described. The game base did not contain any games with more than four
pure strategy equilibria.
Only 20.4% of the games have no pure strategy equilibrium. 57.3% of the games have exactly
one pure strategy equilibrium. Among these are the 42% that are dominance solvable. Thus, in
73.3% of all games with only one pure strategy equilibrium, the equilibrium can be found by an
iterative elimination of strictly dominated strategies. It is interesting to see that 76.5% of the
games can be reduced by the elimination of at least one strictly dominated strategy.
6. Last Tournament Performance in Different Types of Games
Figure 3 shows last tournament average payoffs of both groups compared with the maximal
cooperative payoffs. The term maximal cooperative payoffs refers to the simulation results for
joint-payoff maximizers, who choose the first action with a maximum joint-payoff field (see
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Figure 3 - Maximal cooperative payoffs and average last tournament payoffs
tournament results come surprisingly near to the cooperative payoffs benchmark. In the case of
no pure strategy equilibrium, the difference to the benchmark is much greater. 
It is interesting that the benchmark payoff monotonously increases with the number of pure
strategy equilibria. The observed group payoffs are lowest for games without pure strategy
equilibria. There seems to be little difference between games with one, two, or three equilibria.
However, the difference of observed payoffs to the cooperative payoffs increases for both
groups as the number of equilibria moves from one to three. Presumably this is due to
coordination difficulties caused by the presence of more than one pure strategy equilibrium. 
7. Learning to Play Pure Strategy Equilibrium
Figure 4 shows the relative frequency of pure strategy equilibrium plays of both groups
separately for the games with one, two, or three equilibria. It can be seen that in games with one
pure strategy equilibrium, the frequency of equilibrium plays monotonously increases from
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Figure 4 - Relative frequency of pure strategy equilibrium plays
surprisingly high levels (98.9% for group 1 and 96.5% for group 2) in the last tournament. This
result is significant at the .01% level, two-sided (see table 2).
A similar tendency is observed in games with two pure strategy equilibria, even if it starts and
ends on markedly lower levels. Here, too, we see monotonous sequences for both groups
connected with a significance level of less than .01%, two-sided (see table 2). In the case of
games with three pure equilibria, the sum of inversion numbers is 1. This indicates a level of
significance of less than .5%, two-sided.
The results shown in figure 4 strongly support the idea that the subjects learn to coordinate more
and more on pure strategy equilibrium plays. The coordination can be seen most strongly in
games with only one pure strategy equilibrium, but to some extent also in games with two and
even with three pure strategy equilibria.
8. Coordination at the Joint-Maximum Equilibrium
As we have seen in the preceding section, the percentage of equilibrium plays in games with
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Figure  5  - Relative frequency of joint-maximum equilibrium plays as a
fraction of all pure strategy equilibrium plays
the case that the subjects learn to coordinate on the joint-maximum equilibrium, i.e. the pure
strategy equilibrium with the highest sum of payoffs. Of course, there are some games that have
several joint-maximum pure strategy equilibria. With the exception of these rare cases, the joint-
payoff maximum selection criterium, emerges as a simple coordination device. The criterion is
often explicitly programmed in the last tournament strategies.
Figure 5 shows the relative frequencies of joint-maximum equilibrium plays as a fraction of all
pure strategy equilibrium plays in games with two and three pure strategy equilibria. It can be
seen that group 2 shows a high degree of coordination at the joint-maximum equilibrium in the
last two tournaments. In group 1, coordination strongly occurs only in the last tournament, but
less markedly than in the last two tournaments of group 2.
There is no evidence for a gradually increasing development towards the joint-maximum
criterium for equilibrium selection. The sum of inversion numbers is 5 for games with two pure13
strategy equilibria and 8 for games with three pure strategy equilibria. As we can see in table 2,
these results are not significant on the 10% level, two-sided. It seems to be the case that the
acceptance of the joint-maximum equilibrium selection criterium is a development of later
tournaments only. Casual inspection of the program codes supports this impression. However,
answering the question whether a particular program makes use of this selection criterium or not
is not as simple as one might think. Particularly in earlier tournaments the programs are often
written in a roundabout way that makes it difficult to see what the guiding ideas are. Therefore,
we restricted the statistical evaluation of the structure of the programs to the final tournament.
9. Choices of Weakly Dominated Actions
From the point of view of normative game theory, one should not expect the use of weakly
dominated actions. At least, one should expect a decrease in the frequency of weakly dominated
action choices from tournament to tournament. Figure 6 shows the relative frequencies of
weakly dominated action choices within all cases in which such choices were possible for both
groups in different classes of game situations. Of special interest is the case in which the only
equilibrium action is weakly dominated. In this case, the frequency of weakly dominated action
choices tends to increase, rather than to decrease from tournament to tournament, even if in the
case of group 2 the increase is not monotonous. The sum of inversion numbers is 1, which is
connected to a significance level of .5%, two-sided (see table 2).
Even in games in which a weakly dominated action was only one of several equilibrium actions,
a non-negligible frequency of such weakly dominated choices was observed. In this case, the
sum of the inversion numbers is 2, which is significant on the level of 1%, two-sided. It can also
be seen that weakly dominated non-equilibrium actions are very rarely chosen.  In both groups,
this frequency is well below 1% in the last tournament.
The increasing tendency to use weakly dominated equilibrium strategies is due to the fact that
the subjects learned to play the equilibrium action more and more in games with only one pure
strategy equilibrium. The concept of pure strategy equilibrium was important in advanced
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Figure 6 - Choices of weakly dominated actions as a fraction of possible cases
10. How to Play 3x3-games with Pure Equilibria
In the case of games with pure equilibria, our experimental results indicate a clear answer to the
question of how to play 3x3-games: Choose the action connected to the joint-maximum
equilibrium. Of course, this rule cannot be applied in the rare exceptions without a unique
joint-maximum equilibrium, but otherwise, it provides a surprisingly simple coordination
device. Both groups, which did not interact, independently developed a tendency towards this
rule. Admittedly, a sample of two is not conclusive, but seems nevertheless suggestive. It would
be desirable to replicate our experiment to obtain more reliable conclusions. Nevertheless, in
view of the great effort required for a strategy study, it seems to us, that it is worthwhile to
report our results and to draw some tentative conclusions, even if no statistical significance can
be claimed. We hope that our example encourages similar work by others.
The tendency towards the joint-maximum equilibrium may be partly due to the fact that, in the
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Figure 7 - Development of average best-reply payoff ratios
symmetrized. Any two participants, who choose joint-maximum equilibrium actions wherever
possible, receive the same aggregate payoffs against each other over all such games. It is quite
possible that something else emerges in a strategy study that avoids this kind of symmetry.
11. Development of Average Best-Reply Payoff Ratios
Figure 7 shows the development of average best-reply payoff ratios over the five tournaments,
separately for both groups and for games with zero, one, two, or three pure strategy equilibria.
The tendency towards the use of equilibrium strategies results in very high best-reply payoff
ratios in the case of only one pure equilibrium. Due to the coordination at the joint-maximum
equilibrium, even in the cases of two or three pure equilibria, quite high best-reply payoff ratios
are achieved in the last tournaments. It is remarkable that even in the games with no pure
equilibria, a quite high best-reply payoff ratio of more than .9 is reached by both groups in the
last tournament. 
In all cases, we can observe an increasing tendency of the average best-reply payoff ratio. The
highest number of inversions is three, which occurs for the games with three pure equilibria and16
corresponds to a cumulative probability of .01007  (see table 2). In the cases of two pure
equilibria and no equilibria there are only two inversions. For the games with only one pure
strategy equilibrium we find no inversions at all. Obviously, the null-hypothesis that the increase
of the best-reply payoff ratios is a random effect can be rejected at significance levels below 2%
in all cases. This is a clear indication of learning from one tournament to the next. The global
result on the development of the payoff ratios is largely confirmed for the classes of games with
different numbers of pure equilibria separately.
12. The Problem of Playing 3x3-games without Pure Equilibria
As we have seen, strategic choice in games with pure strategy equilibria becomes more and
more dominated by the equilibrium concept and the joint payoff maximum selection criterium.
In the case of games without pure strategy equilibria, we do not observe a tendency towards a
similarly clear answer to the question how to play such games. Nevertheless, some principles
emerge that seem to determine the strategy construction of successful participants.
In the introduction, we already mentioned the concepts MAP, BR-MAP, and BR-BR-MAP. The
meaning of these abbreviations is explained once again at the bottom of table 3. MAP can be
viewed as the best reply to a zero-intelligence opponent, who chooses each of his three actions
with the probability 1/3. BR-MAP is the best reply to MAP and BR-BR-MAP is the best reply
to BR-MAP. Obviously, the three strategies form a hierarchy of successive best replies. In the
following we refer to this hierarchy as the best reply cascade.
The best reply cascade is similar to Nagel's steps of reasoning (1993 and 1995) with the only
difference that in her case a higher step was not exactly the best reply to the next lower one,
since subjects tended to ignore the influence of their own actions on the optimal choice. The
best reply cascade is also similar to Stahl's levels of smartness (1993), with the distinction that
in Stahl's theory, players use best replies to a probability distribution over opponents of all lower
smartness levels. The strategies of the best reply cascade can formally be interpreted as extreme
special cases of strategies used in Stahl's theory.17
Table 3 describes the essential features of the three most successful strategies in each of the two
groups. In this description the treatment of minor details is omitted in order to present a clearer
picture. For example, it is not described how a participant choosing BR-BR-MAP treats cases
with several actions with the properties BR-MAP or BR-BR-MAP. 
It can be seen that with the exception of one strategy (group 2, rank 3) all strategies presented in
table 3 make use of the concepts of the best reply cascade. In three cases (group 1, ranks 2-4) a
member of the best reply cascade, namely BR-BR-MAP, was specified as the last tournament
substrategy for 3x3-games without pure strategy equilibria. 
Two strategies (group 1, rank 1 and group 2, rank 3) optimize against distributions over the
opponent's actions. In the first case, the weight 12/17 is assigned to BR-MAP and the remaining
5/17 are split evenly between the two other actions. In the second case, the weighting of the
opponent's actions is not guided by the best reply cascade, but by the order of the opponent's
actions with respect to his own average payoffs. In this order the actions receive probabilities .6,
.3, and .1.
Two strategies (group 2, ranks 1 and 2) first make use of best reply cascade concept in order to
reduce the 3x3-game to a 2x2-game and then choose the action with the maximum own row
payoff sum in the reduced game. In the first case, the reduced matrix is formed by MAP and
BR-MAP of both players. In the second case, the reduced matrix is formed by the opponent's
MAP and BR-MAP and the own BR-MAP and BR-BR-MAP. In a way, the MAP-principle is
applied again on a higher level to the reduced matrix. 18
Table 3 - Essential features of the most successful last tournament strategies
Group 1 - Rank 1 Payoff  60.9 Best reply payoff ratio  .97
Essential feature Assign the probabilities 12/17, 2.5/17, and 2.5/17 to opponent's BR-MAP and to each of
the other action. Choose best reply to this mixed strategy.
Group 1 - Ranks 2-4 Payoff  59.1 Best reply payoff ratio  .94
Essential feature Choose BR-BR-MAP.
Group 2 - Rank 1 Payoff  63.0 Best reply payoff ratio  .98
Essential feature Form matrix of both players' MAP and BR-MAP.
Choose row with maximal average payoff in this matrix.
Group 2 - Rank 2 Payoff  62.9 Best reply payoff ratio  .97
Essential feature Form matrix of opponent's MAP and BR-MAP and own BR-MAP and BR-BR-MAP.
Choose row with maximal average payoff in this matrix.
Group 2 - Rank 3 Payoff  61.7 Best reply payoff ratio  .96
Essential feature Assign probabilities .6, .3, .1 to opponent's actions with highest, middle, and lowest
average payoffs for the opponent. Choose best reply to this mixed strategy.
Abbreviation Explanation
MAP Action with the maximal average payoff (best reply to zero-intelligence randomizers)
BR-MAP Best reply to opponent's MAP
BR-BR-MAP Best reply to opponent's BR-MAP
It is interesting that the most successful last tournament strategies are quite simple. Less
successful strategies are sometimes much more complicated. Six of the seven most successful
strategies make use of the the best reply cascade concepts, MAP, BR-MAP, and BR-BR-MAP,
in some way. 
13. Frequently used Strategy Components in Games without Pure Strategy
Equilibria
Table 4 presents an overview over the strategy components used by more than one final
tournament strategy. The components are listed in the order of their frequencies. Obviously, the
best reply cascade concepts appear quite often. The list also contains some components not used
by the most successul strategies. Amongst these are maximin and BR-maximin (the best reply
to the opponent's maximin). The frequency of these components is comparable to that of the less
frequent best reply cascade concepts. The same is true for the elimination of dominated19
strategies (iterative or not). The two least frequent components in the list are the maximization
of the joint payoff and the maximization of the sum of joint payoffs in a row.
Table 4 -Frequently used Strategy Components in Games without Pure Strategy Equilibria
Components used by more than one strategy
Frequency*
Group 1 Group 2
BR-MAP 6 9
MAP 36
opponent's mixed action 3 2
BR-BR-MAP 3 1
BR-maximin 3 1
opponent's MAP (excluding BR-MAP) 2 2
maximin 2 2
(iterative) elimination of dominated actions 3 1
opponent's BR-MAP (excluding BR-BR-MAP) 2 1
maximum joint payoff 0 3
maximum sum of joint payoffs in a row 0 2
Explanations
MAP Action with the maximal average payoff (Best reply to zero-intelligence player)
BR-MAP Best reply to opponent's MAP
BR-BR-MAP Best reply to opponent's BR-MAP
*Strategies may involve more than one component.
Even in the last tournament 3 of the 36 strategies still made some use of the maximum joint
payoff criterium. This component was more frequent in earlier tournaments, but declined with
experience. As we have seen in section 3, a population guided by this principle alone obtains a
surprisingly high best reply ratio of 95% for all games (see table 1). Even for the games without
pure strategy equilibria the corresponding figure is still 89%. This indicates that the
maximization of joint payoff may not be a bad heuristic, even if one is only interested in one's
own payoff, at least as long as the use of the criterium is wide spread in the population.
However, the players learn by experience that equilibrium considerations in the case of games
with pure strategy equilibria and best reply cascade concepts in the games without them are
more successful ingredients of strategies.20
14. Features of Choices in Games without Pure Strategy Equilibria
It is of interest to analyze the question, how the importance of the best reply cascade concepts,
MAP, BR-MAP, and BR-BR-MAP, changes from tournament to tournament in games without
pure strategy equilibria. In the following, we explore this, not by evaluating the strategy
programs, but by looking at the actions actually chosen by these programs in the tournaments.
Figure 8 shows the relative frequencies of actions chosen with the features MAP, BR-MAP, BR-
BR-MAP, or none of these. It may happen that a choice fits more than one of these categories.
If a choice belonged to k categories, each feature is credited with 1/k in the counting (where k
= 1, 2, 3).
In some cases, strategies were incomplete, so that action choices were undefined. The relative
frequencies for these undefined cases are also shown in figure 8. Undefined action choices
occured with non-negligable relative frequency only in the first tournament of group 2 (about
16%). The next highest relative frequencies of undefined choices were .4% (group 1,
tournament 2), .1% (group 2, tournament 4), and .0008% (group 1, tournament 1). In all other
tournaments there were no undefined choices.
The count of action choice features provides an impression of the relative importance of the best
reply cascade concepts, which in some sense is more informative than the information shown in
table 4. Instead of a mere indication of whether the corresponding concept is explicitly used in
the strategy program or not, we receive a quantitative measure for the importance of each feature
in actual play.
It can be seen that in the beginning MAP is the most frequently observed feature. In group 2,
this is true for all tournaments, whereas in group 1, the importance of MAP is surpassed by BR-
MAP in tournament 3. Finally both MAP and BR-MAP are surpassed by BR-BR-MAP in
tournament 5. The development in group 1 conveys the impression of a movement in the
direction of higher levels of sophistication in the best reply cascade, first from MAP to BR-
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Figure 8 - Features of strategy choices in games without pure strategy equilibria
similarly clear pattern. Here we also see a decline of MAP and a rise of BR-MAP as well as BR-
BR-MAP, but not yet a decline of BR-MAP towards the end.
It is interesting to see that in group 1 the number of choices with none of the three features
decreases up to tournament 3 and then stays on a very low level, whereas in group 2 this
frequency remains at about 5% throughout all five tournaments. This also suggests a slower rise
of sophistication in the use of best reply cascade concepts in group 2.
15. Average Payoffs Obtained by Selected Strategies in Games without
Pure Strategy Equilibria
Further insights into the significance of the concepts of the best reply cascade can be obtained
by looking at a fictitious situation in which MAP, BR-MAP, and BR-BR-MAP are the only















Figure 9 - The game with strategies restricted to MAP, BR-MAP, and BR-BR-MAP
(the upper left corner shows player 1's payoff and the lower right corner shows player 2's payoff)
bimatrix obtained by restricting the strategy space in the way described above for the game base
used in the tournaments. The entries represent average payoffs per play. This game has no pure
strategy equilibium. There is only one equilibrium in mixed strategies, which is indicated in
figure 9.
The best replies relationships amongst the three pure strategies are shown in figure 10. BR-MAP
is the best reply to MAP and BR-BR-MAP is the best reply to BR-MAP. This is not surprising,
since it follows by the definition of the concept. However, it is remarkable that MAP is the best
reply to BR-BR-MAP. The three best reply cascade concepts form a cycle and this may explain
why higher order constructs, such as BR-BR-BR-MAP, did not evolve by experience in the
strategy programmers.
It is not inconcievable that in an experiment with many more tournaments, behavior would
converge to something similar to the mixed equilibrium in figure 9. However, in view of the
developments shown in figure 8, this can be no more than a vague speculation. Yet, it isBR-BR-MAP                                                       MAP
BR-MAP
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Figure 10 - Best-Reply Scheme for the game in figure 9
interesting to compare the mixed strategy equilibrium payoff with the observed average payoff
of the last tournament: 
Mixed strategy equilibrium payoff 56.025
Observed average payoff of the last tournament 58.025
Obviously, the two payoffs are not far apart. This seems to indicate that the analysis of the
restricted game of figure 9 may have some predictive power for the behavior in games without
pure strategy equilibria.
16. Concluding Remarks
Our strategy study has led to a clear result for games with pure equilibrium points. In games
with pure strategy equilibria, the subjects learned to adjust their programs in such a way that at
the end almost always a pure equilibrium strategy was played. Moreover, in games with more
than one pure equilibrium, there was a clear tendency to coordinate on the equilibrium with the
maximum joint payoff. This shows that under favorable conditions the game theoretic notion of
a pure strategy equilibrium is strongly supported by the observed behavior of sophisticated
players.
Of course the tendency towards pure strategy equilibrium plays was much less pronounced in
the beginning. The game theoretic equilibrium notion is not naturally present in the minds of
most unexperienced subjects. But, as far as pure strategy equilibrium is concerned, it is clearly
learned in repeated tournaments.24
The behavior in games without pure strategy equilibria is strongly influenced by the best-reply
cascade of MAP (strategy with maximum average payoff), BR-MAP (best-reply to MAP), and
BR-BR-MAP (best-reply to BR-MAP). These concepts are often used by the strategy programs
combined in different ways. The best-reply cascade seems to offer a natural approach to strategy
planning for games without pure strategy equilibria. It is maybe worth noticing that the best-
reply cascade is not prolonged beyond BR-BR-MAP.25
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